We present necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean function to be a negabent function for both an even and an odd number of variables, which demonstrates the relationship between negabent functions and bent functions. By using these necessary and sufficient conditions for Boolean functions to be negabent, we obtain that the nega spectrum of a negabent function has at most four values. We determine the nega spectrum distribution of negabent functions. Further, we provide a method to construct bent-negabent functions in variables ( even) of algebraic degree ranging from 2 to , which implies that the maximum algebraic degree of an -variable bent-negabent function is equal to . Thus, we answer two open problems proposed by Parker and Pott and by Stănică et al.
I. INTRODUCTION
B OOLEAN functions play an important role in cryptography and error-correcting codes. They should satisfy several properties, which are quite often impossible to be satisfied simultaneously. One of the most important requirements for a Boolean function is the nonlinearity, which means that the function is as far away from all affine functions as possible. In 1976, Rothaus introduced the class of bent functions which have the maximum nonlinearity [1] . These functions exist only for an even number of variables, and an -variable bent function can have degree at most .
A Boolean function is bent if and only if its spectrum with respect to the Walsh-Hadamard transform is flat (i.e., all spectral values have the same absolute value). Parker and Riera extended the concept of a bent function to some generalized bent criteria for a Boolean function in [2] and [3] , where they required that a Boolean function has flat spectrum with respect to one or more transforms from a specified set of unitary transforms. The set of transforms they chose is not arbitrary but is motivated by a choice of local unitary transforms that are central to the structural analysis of pure -qubit stabilizer quantum states. The transforms they applied are -fold tensor products of the identity , the Walsh-Hadamard matrix , and the nega-Hadamard matrix , where . The Walsh-Hadamard transform can be described as the tensor product of several , and the nega-Hadamard transform is constructed from the tensor product of several . As in the case of the Walsh-Hadamard transform, a Boolean function is called negabent if the spectrum under the nega-Hadamard transform is flat.
There are some papers about negabent functions in the last few years [4] - [8] . An interesting topic is to construct Boolean functions which are both bent and negabent (bent-negabent): 1) In [4] , Parker and Pott gave necessary and sufficient conditions for quadratic functions to be bent-negabent. It turned out that such quadratic bent-negabent functions exist for all even . They also described all Maiorana-McFarland bent functions which are simultaneously negabent. It seems difficult to apply this result in order to construct Maiorana-McFarland bent-negabent functions. For an even number of variables, a necessary and sufficient condition for a Boolean function to be a negabent function has also been presented. In [4] , they proposed the following open problem (open problem 3 in [4] ): Open Problem 1: Find the maximum degree of bent-negabent functions. 2) In [5] , transforms that leave the bent-negabent property invariant are presented. A construction for infinitely many bent-negabent Boolean functions in variables and of algebraic degree at most is described, this being a subclass of the Maiorana-McFarland class. Moreover, the algebraic degrees of -variable bent-negabent functions in this construction are less than or equal to and . Finally, it was shown that a bent-negabent function in ( even) variables from the Maiorona-McFarland class has algebraic degree at most , but no existence result was given. 3) In [6] and [7] , Stănică et al. developed some properties of nega-Hadamard transform. Consequently, they derived several results on negabentness of concatenations, and partially symmetric functions. They pointed out that the algebraic degree of an -variable negabent function is at most . Further, a characterization of bent-negabent functions was obtained within a subclass of the Maiorana-McFarland class. They developed a technique to construct bent-negabent functions by using complete mapping polynomials. Using this technique, they demonstrated that for each , there exist bent-negabent functions in variables with algebraic degree . It was also shown that there exist bent-negabent functions on eight variables with algebraic degrees 2, 3, or 4. Moreover, they presented the following open problem: Open Problem 2: For any , give a general construction of bent-negabent functions in variables with algebraic degree strictly greater than . 4) In [8] , Sarkar considered negabent functions defined over finite fields. He characterized negabent quadratic monomial functions. He also presented a necessary and sufficient condition for a Maiorana-McFarland bent function to be a negabent function. As a consequence of that result, he obtained bent-negabent Maiorana-McFarland functions of degree over . In this paper, we concentrate on negabent functions and bent-negabent functions. Notably, we have the following contributions.
1) In Section III, direct links between the nega-Hadamard transform and the Walsh-Hadamard transform are explored. By using this property, we study necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean function to be negabent for both an even and an odd number of variables, which demonstrates the relationship between negabent functions and bent functions. 2) In Section IV, we obtain that the nega spectrum of a negabent function has at most four values. Hereafter, we determine the nega spectrum distribution of negabent functions. 3) In Section V, we give a method to construct bent-negabent functions in variables ( even) of degree ranging from 2 to . These functions belong to the Maiorana-McFarland complete class. Thus, we obtain that the maximum algebraic degree of an -variable bent-negabent function is equal to . Therefore, we answer the Open Problems 1 and 2 proposed in [4] and [7] , respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let be a positive integer, be the -dimensional vector space over the field with two elements. The set of integers, real numbers, and complex numbers are denoted by , , and , respectively. To avoid confusion, we denote the addition in , , and by , and the addition in by . Let be the set of all mappings from to . Such a mapping is called an -variable Boolean function. Let , the support of is defined as . The Hamming weight of is the size of , i.e.,
. The Hamming weight of a binary vector is defined by . Each -variable Boolean function has a unique representation as a multivariate polynomial over , called the algebraic normal form:
The algebraic degree of , denoted by , is defined to be . The Walsh-Hadamard transform of at any vector is defined by where is a usual inner product of vectors, i.e., for and in . The Walsh spectrum of consists of all values . A function is said to be bent if for all . It is semibent if . Boolean bent (respectively, semibent) functions exist only if the number of variables, , is even (respectively, odd). If is bent, then the dual function of , defined on by is also bent and its own dual is itself.
The autocorrelation of at is defined as For even , it is known that a function is bent if and only if for all . The nega-Hadamard transform of at is the complex valued function:
The nega spectrum of consists of all values . A function is said to be negabent if for all . Note that all affine functions (both with an even and an odd numbers of variables) are negabent [4] . For an even number of variables, a negabent function is called bent-negabent if it is also a bent function.
Define the nega-autocorrelation of at by
In [6] , it was shown that a Boolean function is negabent if and only if all its nontrivial nega-autocorrelation values are 0, which is analogous to the result concerning the autocorrelation values of a bent function. We conclude this section by introducing the following notations which will be used throughout this paper. 1) and ; 2) : denotes the vector of Hamming weight 1 with 1 on the th component; : the general linear group is the set of invertible matrices with entries from , together with the operation of ordinary matrix multiplication; 7)
: the orthogonal group is the set of orthogonal matrices with entries from , with the group operation of matrix multiplication. This is a subgroup of the general linear group given by
where is the transpose of and is the identity matrix.
III. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NEGABENT FUNCTIONS AND BENT FUNCTIONS
In this section, direct links between the nega-Hadamard transform and the Walsh-Hadamard transform are explored. By using this property, we study necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean function to be negabent for both an even and an odd number of variables, which demonstrates the relationship between negabent functions and bent functions. This property is an important tool to analyze the properties of negabent functions. If is even, necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean function to be negabent have been given in [4] . By using Lemma 1 and the Jacobi's two-square theorem, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean function to be negabent for both even and odd . For completeness, we also provide the proofs for even here.
Fact 1 [9] (Jacobi's Two-Square Theorem): Let be a nonnegative integer.
1 This completes the proof. By Theorem 1, the following corollary is obvious. Corollary 1 [4] : If is a bent-negabent function, then is also bent-negabent.
If is odd, we can get a similar equivalent condition as for even . In the following, we give three equivalent conditions for a Boolean function to be negabent for an odd number of variables. The latter two conditions show the relationship between -variable negabent functions and -variable or -variable bent functions. Theorem 2: Let be odd and . Then, the following statements are equivalent: 1) is negabent; 2)
is semibent and for all ; 3) , where and are both bent functions with variables; 4)
is bent in variables, where and . Proof:
(1) According to the definition of semibent, we obtain that (1) is equivalent to (2) .
(1) where "empty" entries are 0. Then and . Therefore, for any , we obtain (2) where is the transpose of . For any , denote . By (2), we have since
. Combined with (1), we get (3) and (4) where . It follows from Lemma 1, (3), and (4) 
IV. NEGA SPECTRUM OF NEGABENT FUNCTIONS
In this section, by using the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorems 1 and 2, we discuss the nega spectrum distribution of negabent functions.
The following Lemma has been given in [5] , but we also provide its proof here for completeness.
Lemma 2 [5] : If is negabent, the values in the nega spectrum of are of the form: 1) if is even, then ; 2) if is odd, then . Proof:
1) If is even and is negabent, then it follows from Theorem 1 that is bent. Thus, for all . By Lemma 1, we have for all . Therefore, .
2) If
is odd and is negabent, then it follows from Theorem 2 that is semibent and for all . By Lemma 1, we have Thus, .
Lemma 2 shows that the nega spectrum of a negabent function has at most four values. This leads to the natural question of determining the nega spectrum distribution of negabent functions.
Theorem 3: Let be an even integer and be negabent, then the nega spectrum distribution of is or Proof: If is an even integer and is negabent, then by Theorem 1, we have is bent. It is well known that the dual of the bent function , , is also bent. By Lemma 1, we can get that (6) for all . For , denote
Recall that for since is bent, in particular which implies
Clearly, . Immediately, it follows from (9) that . By (6) (10) Since is bent, we have . It is obvious that . Thus, by (8) (11) or (12) Combining (6), (7) , (10), (11) , and (12), we get the desired result. 
V. CONSTRUCTION OF BENT-NEGABENT FUNCTIONS WITH MAXIMUM ALGEBRAIC DEGREE
It is well known that the maximum degree of a bent function in variables is (for even ) [1] and the maximum degree of a negabent function in variables is (for any integer ) [7] . But, so far all the known general constructions of bent-negabent functions in variables produce functions with algebraic degrees less than or equal to , where is any positive integer divisible by 4 (see [5] , [7] , and [8] ).
Throughout this section, let be any even integer greater than or equal to 4, and be a quadratic bent function defined as for all in . It is known that any quadratic bent function in variables is equivalent to under affine transform [10] . Since is a quadratic bent function [11] , there exist , , , and such that (14)
In the sequel, we always assume that is of the above form (14), i.e., , , , and are chosen such that (14) denotes the permutation on induced by a complete mapping polynomial . However, the degrees of the bent-negabent functions they constructed are equal to , and there are only few known results on the complete mapping polynomials with high degrees over . They could prove that there exist bent-negabent functions in variables with algebraic degree , since there exist complete mapping polynomials on of degrees , where and (see [7] and [12] ). In fact, if is a mapping such that and are permutations, from Maiorana-McFarland bent functions, we can construct an infinite class of bent-negabent functions in variables of degree ranging from 2 to . More precisely, we get the following results.
1) We calculate the concrete value of in (14).
2) We show that there exists a mapping such that and are permutations and give two methods to get these mappings for any . 3) Using the linear transform and such a mapping , we get bent-negabent functions in variables of degree ranging from 2 to for any even . Note that the maximum degree of our bent-negabent functions in variables is equal to . Thus, we answer the Open Problems 1 and 2.
A. Concrete Values of , , , and
By transforming the quadratic form into its canonical form, we can obtain that the concrete values of in , , in , and in (14) where , , is a square matrix of order , and . It can be indicated as . Any square matrix can trivially be considered a block diagonal matrix with only one block.
For the determinant of block diagonal matrix , the following property holds:
By this property of diagonal matrix, we can easily get the following recursive construction.
Lemma 4: Let and be a square matrix of order such that and have full rank for any . If ; then, the matrix and have rank . As mentioned before, for , 3, there exists a matrix such that both and have full rank. Thus, for any , we can get a matrix such that and have full rank by Lemma 4. Therefore, linear permutation has the property that is a permutation.
C. Construction for an Infinite Class of Bent-Negabent Functions
If is a bent function, then the function given by (16) is also bent, for any , , , . The set of all the functions in (16) , we have that is also a bent-negabent function for any , ,
, and any orthogonal matrix over . Since the algebraic degree is an affine invariant, we have . Note that we are free to choose . Specifically taking with , one has . It is well known that the maximum degree of a bent function in variables is . Thus, the degree of any bent-negabent function in variables is less than or equal to . Our construction can reach the maximal degree, so the bound is tight. Therefore, the following result holds. Corollary 2: Let be even and . If is bent-negabent, then the algebraic degree of is at most . The bent-negabent functions given by (17) can achieve the maximal algebraic degree if or . Remark 1: Since the degree of a Maiorana-McFarland bentnegabent function in variables is at most for (see [5] ), the functions constructed by Theorem 5 cannot be in the Maiorana-McFarland class, but belong to the Maiorana-Mc-Farland complete class.
Duality preserves the bent-negabent property. Lemma 6 [4] : If is a bent-negabent function, then its dual is again bent-negabent.
Lemma 7 [10] : The algebraic degrees of any -variable bent function and of its dual satisfy It follows from Lemma 7 that the degree of is also equal to if is an -variable bent function with . Combining Lemmas 6 and 7, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3: Let be a bent-negabent function with degree obtained from Theorem 5. Then, its dual is again bent-negabent with degree . 
D. Examples of -Variable Bent-Negabent Functions With Maximum Degree for and

